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Intro: [Am | D :| Am | D || G7/B | G7sus/C :] I’m on the 
 

[Am] swim sailing south of sur[D]vival…and I can  
[Am] smell pilot fish in the [D] air…it’s the  
con[Am]sensus to cut loss and [D] suffer…that’s a  
[G7/B] feeling I don’t [G7sus/C] share  
 

To[Am]night’ll be left to [D] hear say…by  
[Am] light I’ve things to get [D] done…a ring of  
[Am] friends, a downward [D] spiral and the  
[G7/B] circling’s be[G7sus/C]gun…my 
[G7/B] will will be [G7sus/C] one 
 

Chorus: [A] No [D] enough of this [A] ship… it’s [D] sinking pretty 
[F#m] quick I can [E] swim pilot [Dii] fish. Yes I [E] will 
Be rest a[A]ssured… I’ll [D] make it to the [A] shore 
[D] standing there you’ll [F#m] see no [E] pilot fish on  
 

Fill:  [Am] me [D | Am | D]  When you’ve 
 

a[Am]rrived knowing twice as [D] another … how could you  
[Am] leave feeling half of the [D] shame…my  
[Am] brother my soul you’ve made [D] suffer. There’s an  
[G7/B] anchor ‘round your [G7sus/C] claim 
 

Chorus: [A] No [D] enough of this [A] ship… it’s [D] sinking pretty 
[F#m] quick I can [E] swim pilot [Dii] fish. Yes I [E] will 
Be rest a[A]ssured… I’ll [D] make it to the [A] shore 
[D] standing there you’ll [F#m] see no 
[E] pilot fish on [F#m] me…no 
 

Bridge: [E] pilot fish on [F#m]  me…  
[B] no (no) [D] no (no) [E] no.. no no 
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Bdown: [A] No [D] enough of this [A] ship… it’s [D] sinking pretty 
  

Chorus: [F#m] quick I can [E] swim pilot [Dii] fish yes I [E] will  
be rest a[A]ssured when I [D] make it to the [A] shore 
[D] standing there you’ll [F#m] see no [E] pilot fish on 
[F#m] me no [E] pilot fish on  
[F#m] me… no [E] pilot fish on  
 

Exit: [Am] me [D :| Am | D | G7/B | G7sus/C | G7/B | G7sus/C | Am] 

 
 

Am [577555] D [x57775] G7/B [xx34xx] G7sus/C [xx36xx] A [577655] 
G#m [466444] F#m [244222] E [022100] Dii [xx0232]  

      


